Abstract: Foam core sandwich composites were subjected to (i) creep to failure, (ii) cyclic creep-relaxation and (iii) fully reversible cyclic creep loading in seawater in order to mimic an actual ship hull's service lifetime scenario. The results indicate a strong dependence of lifetime on the mode of loading. A significant reduction in the overall life was observed under cyclic creep as compared with the conventional creep to failure. Creep relaxation (R = 1) tests were performed at loading-relaxation periods of 24/24, 24/12, 24/6, 12/12 and 6/6 h, while the fully reversible (R = -1) creep tests were conducted at loading-reversed loading times of 36/36, 24/24, 12/12, 6/6, and 3/3 h. The results suggest that creep-relaxation lifetime characteristics depend predominantly on the relaxation time as opposed to loading times, i.e. longer relaxation periods lead to shorter life. Whereas, fully reversible creep appears to be dependent upon the number of reversals whereby, life is observed to reduce as the number of reversals increase. These significant observations are explained in terms of various possible paths to interface cell wall collapse. Modes of failure were predominantly indentation and core compression in the vicinity of the loading site.
Introduction
Ship hulls are composed of a complex array of primary, secondary and tertiary structures that are persistently subjected to a multitude of loading scenarios, such as, fatigue, creep and impact (hydrodynamic wave slamming, tool drop, repeated cargo loading-unloading, docking, etc.) resulting in lifelong accumulation of structural damage. Needless to say, the safe operational life is predicated upon the ability to predict damage, however, it is made inherently challenging due to an inability to detect the onset and propagation of damage until it reaches catastrophic dimensions in particular in layered structures, such as, foam core sandwich composite [1] [2] [3] -a situation that becomes far more complex under repeated loading [4, 5] and is further exacerbated in the presence of seawater [6, 7] . The common approach in damage characterization of complex material systems is to isolate damage signatures emanating from distinct modes of loading that can subsequently be implemented into cumulative damage models -such as, the Miner's rule [3] -however, acquiring and discerning such signals is riddled with uncertainties especially when testing is performed in the seawater, as discussed elsewhere [7] .
The cyclic creep reported in the literature is primarily limited to conventional fatigue testing whereby peak loads are held stationary for just long enough to elicit creep response (typically less than half an hour) [8] [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, creep has traditionally been associated with high temperature applications in conventional engineering materials and therefore, is ignored under ambient conditions. The atoms in metals above their recrystallization temperature become quite mobile, therefore, creep of metals is characterized by the fact that most of the deformation is irreversible -which is not the case in polymeric sandwich composites. Polymeric foam cores though certainly vulnerable to temperature hikes are especially susceptible to viscoelastic effects under ambient temperatures that can further accelerate in the presence of seawater due to volumetric expansion caused by water ingress, plasticization and ensuing breakdown of the cell walls [8, 12] .
The literature is abundant on the various aspects that influence the lifetime characteristics of the foam core sandwich composites; for example, moisture absorption mechanisms [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , effects of moisture on the mechanical properties [18] [19] [20] [21] , influence of temperature on the mechanical properties [16, 22, 23] , fatigue loading [4] [5] [6] , as well as, the creep behavior of sandwich composites in air [8, 12, [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, very little attention has been devoted to the creep of sandwich composites in the ambient marine conditions [28] -which is the actual operational environment of the ships. The current effort is devoted to understanding the damage and lifetime mechanisms under creep to failure and cyclic creep of foam core sandwich composites in seawater which is a unique undertaking as the literature is practically devoid of this highly relevant ship hull service life scenario.
It is common knowledge that cyclic loading can be more detrimental to a material than the quasi-static or sustained loading [4, 5, 8] . Fatigue typically refers to cyclic loading at a rate fast enough that viscoelasticity does not take effect. Viscoelastic effects, on the other hand, generally emanate under long term sustained loading and have been shown to be quite relevant to the service life of ship hulls. For example, ships are commonly loaded for extended periods of time followed by the unloaded phase, which leads to repeated creep (sagging) stress -(stress) relaxation scenario. The pioneering work by Figueroa et al. [28] has shown that cyclic creep-relaxation can lead to severe damage to the material as evidenced in the form of substantially shortened life.
Another scenario relevant to ship hulls is the fully reversible cyclic creep loading which also may come about under routine service operations. For example, ships are designed to carry evenly distributed loads in order to avoid undesirable stresses along the various components of the hull structure. However, it is not always possible to ensure such a scenario especially if partial cargo is loaded and unloaded at various docks along the route. Therefore, if there is more weight concentrated at the ends due to uneven cargo distribution causing excessive buoyancy in the middle, hogging stresses cause tensile stress in the deck area and compressive stress at the bottom in the amidships region. On the other hand, if there is more weight concentrated in the mid length of the vessel due to uneven cargo distribution causing excessive buoyancy at its ends, sagging stresses lead to tension at the bottom of the ship and compression develops in the deck area in the amidships region. The duration of the tension or compression periods in amidships depends on the length of the voyage -thus introducing fully reversible creep effects. This is a critical phenomenon that has never been studied before especially in sandwich composites operating in their natural seawater environment and is the main focus of this research.
Experimental setup
Sandwich composite panels of 6.35 mm thick polyurethane foam core with density of 64 kg/m 3 and single glass fiber cross weaved facesheet and backsheet of 1.84 mm thickness were fabricated using the vaccum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process. The specimens of dimensions 30 cm × 5 cm × 8.2 mm were cut out of large rectangular panels. Baseline mechanical testing results yielded average load to failure and stiffness of the sandwich composite to be 611 N and 246 kN/m, respectively. Six specimens were simultaneously tested in a 70 × 70 × 180 cm 3 tank filled with the actual seawater, as shown in Figure 1 .
Creep testing was performed at R = 1 (load-relaxation) and at R = -1 (fully reversible loading) for a wide range of loading and unloading and/or reverse loading times. R = 1 tests were performed at loading/relaxation times of 24/24, 24/12, 24/6, 12/12, and 6/6 h whereby loads were kept constant for a fixed period of time followed by a predetermined unloaded phase. The fully reversible creep tests were performed for loading/reverse loading times of 36/36, 24/24, 12/12, 6/6, and 3/3 h. This setup was designed to mimic various loading/unloading scenarios of actual ship during service. Creep tests were performed at 50% of the average ultimate static load in order to ensure a substantial creep life, the details of which are elaborated in an earlier publication by the authors [28] . The lifetime and damage during primary (instantaneous response), secondary (slow, long term response) and tertiary (nearing catastrophic failure) phases along with associated damage were monitored visually and recorded for analysis. Three to eight specimens were tested under each loading condition.
Results
The results shown in Figure 2 indicate nearly a 50% drop in the overall lifetime and a dramatic shift in compliance in specimens creep tested to failure in seawater when compared with creep life in air. Moreover, in comparison with baseline creep to failure tests in seawater, the results indicate a further 70% lifetime reduction and substantial increase in cyclic compliance in specimens subjected to cyclic R = 1 (load relaxation) as well as R = -1 (fully reversible) loading, as also presented in Figure 2 . The damage progression (measured primarily as deflection or change in compliance) was intermittent with numerous transitory stalling in the secondary phase that consumed over 95% of the creep life, which agrees with some earlier observations [8, 25] .
For the constant loading and variable relaxation times (R = 1 testing), the results point to an increasing deflection and life to failure with decreasing relaxation times, thus suggesting a dependence on the relaxation time, as can be appreciated from Figure 3A and Table 1 . Load relaxation tests performed at equal loading and relaxation times ( Figure 3B and Table 1 ) however, failed to provide a consistent trend as the life was seen to be the shortest for 24/24 h tests while 12/12 h loading produced the longest life and 6/6 h providing intermediate lifespan. In other words, if the loading time was kept constant (in R = 1 tests), the relaxation time dominated; on the contrary, the loading cycles appear to affect the service life behavior (Table 1) ; which would suggest an optimization of stress/relaxation times for optimal performance.
Under fully reversible loading (R = -1), Figures 4 and 5 and Table 1 indicated a decreasing lifetime and correspondingly increasing cyclic compliances as the loading cycles shortened. Hence, suggesting a dependence on the loading/unloading periods and/or number of reversals that is consistent with expected behavior under fatigue loading condition. As compared with R = 1 tests, the fully reversible tests revealed a substantial reduction followed by a gradual increase in lifetime with increasing loading periods ( Figures 6 and 7 a tension/compression (R = -1) scenario is far more detrimental to a material than a tension or compression (R = 1) alone, thus the results are consistent with the expected behavior, see e.g. Sharma et al. [4] . The outcomes outlined in this section are quite significant being most relevant to the ship hull service lifetime scenario especially when the literature on this topic is almost non-existent. The modes of failure in all cases were local buckling and indentation in the vicinity of the loading site (as shown in Figure 8 ). There is a substantial lack of discussion in the literature regarding modes of failure in sandwich composites under creep, however, failure modes under quasistatic loading are well established and appear to support the current observations [1, 3, [29] [30] [31] .
Discussion

Creep to failure
There is a unanimous agreement that instantaneous creep response is a function of facesheet properties while the softer core dominates the long term secondary viscoelastic response [24, 25, 32] . Also, it is a common observation that the damage tends to remain hidden from visual examination confined to the facesheet-core interfaces only to manifest on the surface in the tertiary phase in the form of local buckling. Therefore, the crucial task of detecting the onset and propagation of damage remains a challenge; the situation is further exacerbated when the testing is performed in seawater, thus limiting the use of most viable instrumentation, as short circuiting and re calibration become a rampant problem [7] . In principle, the closed cell foam is designed to impede water ingress, and besides, any realistic ship component will be sealed off from surrounding water, thus the interaction with seawater is severely limited, however, situations can easily be envisioned due to inherent flaws, microcracking introduced through routine docking, repeated wave slamming and loading/unloading induced anomalies that can create a pathway for the seawater to diffuse through to the interface [12, 14, 15, 18, 28, 33] . Therefore, creep in seawater is highly relevant and the current results showing nearly a 50% reduction in lifetime are quite remarkable considering the fact that the measured water uptake remained well below 3% of the specimen weight for the duration of the testing (see details in Figueroa et al. [28] ). The current investigation therefore, unequivocally demonstrates that even a minute fraction of water can have deleterious effects on the lifetime of the foam core sandwich composites. It has been successfully argued by many investigators that the interface between the facesheet and the core is the element most prone to seawater (moisture) effects [16, 17, 28] . In-spite of a complete lack of literature on the creep of sandwich composites in seawater, the literature on the moisture effect in foam provides interesting insight into the various possible pathways to cell wall deterioration and collapse as a result of the interaction of seawater with foam [15, 18] . The most likely mechanism, in general terms, involves a volumetric expansion along the interfacial foam causing a substantial reduction in the fracture energy and premature failure [14, 16, 18] . Once the interface weakening ensues, it leads to further cell wall collapse creating additional pathways for water ingress. Also, an internal pressure is generally built up as the first cellular layer is filled up forcing absorbed water through narrow cavities in response to external stresses. According to an electrochemical perspective provided by Earl and Shenoi [12] , high levels of microstructural inhomogeneity along the interface pushes water molecules towards the polar sites whereby the hydroxyl radicals preferentially react with the carbon chains and form hydrogen bonds with the polymer matrix causing an additional breakdown of foam cell walls. This hydrolysis can also lead to plasticization of the foam matrix by disrupting the hydrogen bonding as well as rupture of the cell walls due to swelling induced surge in the internal stresses. Finally, whenever dissimilar materials are involved, there is a propensity of electrochemical reaction that can lead to dissolution of the material, which can be greatly accelerated under localized stress. The stressed region becomes an anion leading to a cathodic reaction with the surrounding materialhowever, such reactions are highly material, loading and environment dependent and require further experimental examination before a definitive cause can be attributed to the observed lifetime performance. The results, however, are undoubtedly quite remarkable as they show how seawater and sustained loading can synergistically act to dramatically deteriorate and prematurely cause failure to the foam core sandwich composites under creep (Figure 2 ).
Cyclic stress relaxation (R = 1) and fully reversible (R = -1) creep
As the ships are routinely loaded for extended periods of time followed by an unloading period, a substantial life reduction under cyclic creep provides a unique perspective into the characteristics of foam core sandwich composites and various pathways to accelerated failure can be envisioned. The results are of particular relevance to sandwich composite ship hulls as literature on this important aspect of sandwich composites is extremely scarce, which incidentally creates another issue as the results discussed herein cannot be directly corroborated with the existing literature. Under R = 1 creep loading, it is somewhat obvious from Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2 that the behavior is primarily dominated by the relaxation time wherein the cyclic relaxation continues without reaching a threshold. This suggests that the more the material relaxes, the more it is prone to damage upon reloading -this may be attributed to the interface shear stresses resulting from the time dependent localized cyclic densification and relaxation of the foam as well as to the mismatch in the elastic properties of the various constituents of the sandwich composite. This may also explain the consistently decreasing life observed under R = -1 loading shown in Figures 4-7 . Sandwich composites are composed of two completely dissimilar materials that are generally bonded together with resin, creating a complex interface. When the material is loaded, the compression develops at the top-side of the specimen while the bottom is dominated by tension, causing shear stresses to develop in opposite directions along the top and bottom facesheet-core interfaces. Upon unloading in the case of R = 1, the stiffer facesheet would elastically recover much quicker than the viscoelastic foam; this mismatch is a major source of residual stresses that can lead to microcracking and rapid demise of the material, therefore, the more the material relaxes, greater these residual stresses become that can lead to premature failure. While under R = -1 loading, the interface is repeatedly subjected to a reversal in shear stress directions causing the interfacial foam cells to tear off, thus leading to additional reduction of life (Figures 4 and 5) . Furthermore, the effect of cyclic stress gradient in materials is also well established and can explain the current response of the material under R = 1 and R = -1 loading, i.e. greater stress disparity generally leads to more damage to the material. Under R = 1 loading, the continuing relaxation observed in Figure 3 is a measure of gradually decreasing residual stresses as a function of time. Therefore, longer relaxation periods will give rise to greater stress disparity between the loaded and relaxed state; which is the main contributing factor for the observed lifetime reduction with increasing relaxation times shown in Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2 . The stress gradient is augmented further in R = -1 which is consistent with the observed additional lifetime reduction.
The observed behavior can also be appreciated from the nature of cyclically shifting compliances (slopes) provided in Table 2 . At R = 1; a cyclically decreasing slope is observed for constant loading and variable relaxation time tests (24/24, 24/12, 24/6) while, cyclically increasing slopes are observed for equal loading and relaxation time tests (24/24, 12/12, 6/6) . While under R = -1 loading, the stress gradient is significantly greater than under R = 1 which explains an accelerated damage progression and dramatic overall reduction in the life span (Figures 4  and 5) . Figures 4 and 5 and Table 1 further show an interesting correlation of lifetime to compliance; consistently increasing cyclic compliances and cycles to failure are observed as a function of reversal periods.
When R = 1 and R = -1 loading results are compared as in Figures 6 and 7 , the lifetime is greater in general under R = 1 loading, except when the relaxation periods become dominant. It should be recognized that the lifetime is i) highly dependent upon the mode of loading and more importantly, ii) under R = 1 the relaxation dominates while under R = -1 the number of reversals appear to dominate. Therefore, the creep life must be judged in light of the modes of loading.
Classic creep models for conventional material are abundant in form and complexity, from simple linear time dependent models to highly complex time, stress, temperature models [1, 2, 34, 35] . However, unlike metals and alloys, polymeric materials, such as, foam core sandwich composites are inherently viscoelastic and creep under ambient conditions which is exacerbated by the presence of moisture. The recent attempts at the modeling of the simplest creep to failure scenario of sandwich composites has focused on compliance based approaches, such as, the Burger's model [8, 28] . However, the resulting models besides poorly matching the data are somewhat impractical as the development of such a model requires experimental compliance input which is essentially curve fitted to achieve a first order relationship between time dependent creep and strain. Thus, aside from purely empirical curve fitting attempts, capturing the significant complexities observed in the stress-relaxation (R = 1) or fully reversible (R = -1) creep lifetime behavior in a meaningful semi-analytical phenomenological framework remains a substantial challenge.
Conclusions
Foam core sandwich composites were subjected to cyclic load relaxation and fully reversible creep for a broad range of loading, relaxation and reverse loading periods. Load relaxation tests suggest the lifetime dependence on the relaxation times for constant loading periods and variable relaxation periods; whereas, the dependence appears to be upon the number of loading cycles under equal loading/relaxation periods. For the fully reversible tests, the dependence of lifetime appears to be on the number of reversals, i.e. increasing number of reversals lead to shortening of cyclic creep lifetime. Furthermore, in comparison with creep to failure testing, lifetime was considerably reduced for both load relaxation and fully reversible cyclic creep.
